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YOU SHOULD'VE 
LOOKED IT UP BEFORE 

YOU WENT.

YOU'RE SO OUT OF 
IT, TOMOKO.

You're kidding 

me.
...

I THOUGHT IT WAS 

OPEN every day...

our class is expect-

ing souveniers.
i didn't come here to 

sight-see...

Okinawa

*building: Okinawa Prefectural Museum and Art Museum*Sign: Closed Today



i'm out of battery...

i'm so unlucky...

aw man...



WOW!WOW!

HE LOOKS LIKE HE LOOKS LIKE 

HE'S HAVING HE'S HAVING 

FUN...!FUN...!

HUH?

...TO SEE SANSHIN?

BUT some-BUT some-

thing's off...thing's off...

...?

i'm sorry! um...!

did you come...

OH! THAT's 

right!

the sound...the sound...



the museum wasn't 
open, right?

Then you should 
come to our work-

shop.

Huh?

We make sanshin!

i'm a sanshin play-
er and craftsman.

You live at a san-
shin workshop, 

correct...?

yeah. i didn't know 

it was closed 

today.

you didn't look it up?

um, no...

You're from 

tokyo?

yes.

oh right, my 

name is Masato 

higa.

a player...?!

um...

may i ask a 

question?

sure?



The sanshin you were 
playing earlier,

The skin isn't stretched 
well enough, no?

you're sharp. The 
skin is actually 

broken.

you're right, 
but...

How could you 
tell?

The sound was a bit 
off.

you could tell by 
its sound?!

i study acoustic engi-
neering at a university 

in Tokyo.

so i wondered, could it 
be?

i thought i could hear 
noise between the beauti-

ful reverberations.

shouldn't you fix it?

...?



We make ordermade cop-
ies of a sanshin that was 
awarded a prize by the 

museum.

they might not be originals, 
but we put our heart and 

soul into making them.

well excuse me for 
not making originals.

Shotarou...

Quit slacking off, Masato.

wow...!

copies...



Huh?

you came just to be 
met with half-hearted 

treatment.

Shotarou is my older 
brother, and a sanshin 

craftsman.

He may not look it, but 
he's very passionate 

about sanshin.

you can say he's a bit 
hard-headed for only 

thinking about his craft.

Urk!

...?

sigh...

i must apologize.

i see...

are you two in the 

middle of a fight...?



You're pretty ruth-
less.

Wait, does the reason 
you won't fix your 

sanshin have to do with 
your brother?...is the first sanshin 

my brother made for 
me.

So you must 
treasure it...

Yeah.

Shotarou would Shotarou would 
overwork himself overwork himself 

making original san-making original san-
shinshin

this sanshin...

i could have my 

brother fix it, but...

i am a sanshin i am a sanshin 

player, and player, and 

my brother a my brother a 

craftsman.craftsman.

or so he'd say...or so he'd say...

in the past, my in the past, my 

brother would brother would 

tell me he'd tell me he'd 

"make the best "make the best 

sanshin" for me.sanshin" for me.

as well as copies.as well as copies.

so i blurted something so i blurted something 

out.out.



anshi kumasaru.

"you should relax a bit."

...?

it means "you're too me-

ticulous" in okinawan.

i just wanted to tell 

him,

i was too 

harsh...



!!

your brother is a better 
player than you!!

um... oh...

your...



and had a rich, moist 
sound...!

the sanshin masato 
played  reverber-

ated 

!?

what...?

you can tell?
excuse me...?

nevermind. it's got 

nothing to do with 

you.

th-that sanshin 

sounds pretty dry...

But that sanshin is 

completely different!



Do you plan on doing 
something with that 

sanshin...?

Is there a reason it 
sounds like that?

...with Masato's 
voice.

You're doing this 
for your brother?

Not that he cares 
about it.

That's not true!

What do you know?

This harmonizes 
better...

Masato's sanshin has 
seen better days, but 
he still treasures it!

Doesn't that mean he's 
waiting for you to 

make him a new one?!

It's no use.



Huh?

i can't get the 
tuning right.

in that case,

you know how mo-
torbike exhaust 
sounds dry and 

brittle?

i see...?

using acoustic engi-
neering, let's simulate 

various structures and 
sounds of sanshin!

that way, we can find the per-
fect match for the tone quality 

you're looking for!

i might be able to 

help...!

...?

what the heck is 

this?

these waves 

represent that 

sound.



Oh!

good morning.

i'm surprised. You 
were in Shotar-

ou's workshop all 
night?

!!?

i know. don't worry 
about it.

Masato.

the natural 

frequency of 

this sanshin is...

what the heck 

are you talking 

about?!

hm...?

masato...?

we-we weren't doing 

anything suspicious!



Here.

What!?

i made it in a night so it's 

still unfinished, but...

what do you ex-

pect me to do with 

it...?

try playing it, masato.

alright, fine...

!!



Shotarou was working 
to build the perfect san-
shin that fits your voice, 

Masato.
You should thank 
this girl for her 

help.

I told you my name 
is Tomoko!

I've still got to tune it, 
so wait till it's finished!

Okay!!

Shotarou...!!

Thank you!!!

sho...
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